TUFF TURF  GTO-85 & GTF-85
TWO POST LIFT FOR MOWERS & LIGHT TRUCKS

Capacity – w/TURF KIT
Capacity per bridge adapter 8,500 LB
Capacity per standard arms 10,000 LB
Capacity per swing arm 2,500 LB

GT-85       GTO-85
Required Ceiling Ht. 10’          12’
Overall Width 142”          137”
Inside Column Width 115”          115”
Drive Thru Arms 104”          104”
Drive Thru Bridge Adpt. 100”       100”
Speed of Rise 50 sec

Electrical 208/230 V
2 HP 1 Ph

SHIPPING WEIGHT 2500 LB

72” LIFTING HEIGHT 70” LOCKED
WITH TURF BRIDGE ADAPTERS
AUTOMATIC ARM RESTRAINTS
STACK PADS W/ 3” AND 6” EXTENSIONS
Min Pad Height 4” Drop In
77” LIFTING HEIGHT 75” LOCKED
WITH STANDARD TRUCK ADAPTERS
DUAL SAFETY LATCHES
FIVE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

OPTIONS
3 PHASE POWER UNIT

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE OR LIABILITY 4.09.08